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Situation in the Netherlands (Basic statistics):
13 universities (+ Open University)
44 hogescholen (Institutes for professional education)

Enrolment (2001):

Universities: 173.040 students
Hogescholen: 323.600 students

Staff (2001; fte):

Academic Support Total
Universities 21.767 19.632 41.399
Hogescholen 13.541 9.825 23.366



Important trends I: The Universities:
From 80‘s increasing autonomy:   
• less rules and regulations from government
• decreasing  share of government funding 
• universities have to pay for the unemployement ensurance 
• increasing professionality 
• CAO’s (collective bargaining agreements)(inflexible)
• problems attractiveness especially for young graduates and postdocs 
• ageing
• marktconformity 
• flexibility, (inter)national competence 
• decreasing studentnumbers



Important trends II: The Hogescholen

• mergers (from 80‘s) 300 -> 44
• enlargement of scale
• academic drift
• strong growth of student numbers 
• recent presure for quality control 
• trying to find new identity 



Growing importance of HRM 
(as part of greater profesionalisation)

Background to introduce a new system of job descriptions:
• First discussions within the universities started in 1997
• National approach (VSNU)
• Old system no longer adequate:

Lack of maintainance
22.000 different job titels
Existing job descriptions task oriented
instead of result oriented
Emerging of new jobs (ICT)
Lack of tranparancy
Need for greater market conformity

• Universities started; hogescholen followed
• Universities decided to use the Hay method



What is Hay?

• The Hay-group is an international research and consultancy 
bureau, founded in the United States in 1943

• and working in more than 50 countries
• gained a reputation for its methods and databases



Characteristics of Hay-method:

• Result oriented
• Relation between function and organizational context
• Generic profiles
• Hay job descriptions contain 4 elements:

Aim of the function
Context 
Target-areas/core activities
Classification criteria



Target Areas

Core activity Scope Result Activities
1.  Educational development

2.  Teaching

3.  Testing

4.  Course evaluation

5.  Acquisition of contract-research and -teaching

6.  Coordination of research

7.  Research process

8.  Publication of research

9.  Supervising students

10. Supervising PhD students

11. Patient care

12. Management of equipment & labs

13. Social service

14. Working groups and committees

Example of (part of) Job description of 
university lecturer



Starting points of the national project:

Bottom up approach
(involvement of specialists, personnel, deans)
Great influence trade unions
Time consuming (2000-2004)
Maximum 150 job titles
Financially neutral (on institutional level)
No negative salary consequences for actual personnel
Existing salary scales remained intact



Implementation within UvA and HvA

Short characteristics:

UvA HvA
University Inst. Prof. education
23.861 students (’04) 28.038 students (’04)
1533 Academic staff 965 teaching staff
1726 Support staff 692 support staff
3259 Total (fte) 1657 Total (fte)
7 faculties 17     institutes



Project within the UvA:

Start: march 2001
End: January 2005
111 job titles were available
Project-leader and –coordinator appointed
Working group was set up
Project-plan was written
Faculties had to write their own implementation plans
Faculties received support on request
Not all faculties started at the same time
Employees were informed centrally



Project within the HvA:

Start: august 2004
End: January 2006
Project-leader and –team appointed
Project-plan was written
60 job titles were selected (from the 111 worked
out by the universities) + 6 new titles were created
Member of project team participated in all institutes
Employees were informed centrally



Evaluation at UvA 
(January-august 2005)

•Web based questionnaire among 140 managers
•Interviews with Deans and Directors HRM
•Response rate 51%



Most important results:

I. Quantitative

• 98% of employees classified according to the new system
74% according to the same salary level
12% at a higher level  (Mainly academics)
15% at a lower level    (Mainly support staff; esp. at central 

level)
• Estimated costs (development, implementation, maintenance)    
1 million  € over 3 years time
• Budget neutrality only on longer term
• Number of formal objections: 52 (1,2%) of which 39% justified



Most important results:

II. About the process
• Different views and opinions (partly depending on requested 
support)
• Insufficient communication
• Time consuming
• Complexity and volume of project underestimated
• (At hindsight): More central coordination concerning certain 
unclear definitions



Most important results:

IV. Relation with HRM policy

• Project has led to ‘delayed maintenance’
• Job descriptions are very useful instrument for performance

interviews (First experiences in this respect are positive)
• Eventually job descriptions can be used for career policy
• There seems to be an interest to relate competence management

and job descriptions
• Not all managers are convinced that there is a relation between

the job descriptions and the development of HRM policy:
non-ambiguous and consequent implementation of the instrument
is enough for them



Most important results:

III. Content of the material
• Most job descriptions are useful
• Unsolvable problems only around 4 functions
• Two categories of critical remarks:

Due to insufficient knowledge of the material (lack of 
communication)
Due to concrete implementation problems, like:

1. Lack of certain job descriptions
2. Classification criteria that cannot be applied
3. Functions with a greater number of target areas than the 

job descriptions (I.e.: functions were ‘broader’)
4. Functions with a smaller number of target areas (I.e.: 

functions were ‘smaller’)
5. ‘Old-fashioned’ descriptions
6. Academics that perform at a higher level than the 

function formally requires



Comparison with HvA:

• No formal evaluation yet
• Implementation carried out more top down
• More emphasis on communication and training
• Number of formal objections probably lower
• % of teaching staff classified in lower salary level is rather high



Some concluding remarks

• There is a tendency that coordinating activities are more valued than
(for example) a very good lecturer

• Job descriptions are a useful instrument but academic leadership
is indispensable 

• It might be necessary to take a closer look at the job descriptions,
especially for those for the academics

• Job descriptions: a whip or a carrot? Probably the trues lies just
between them!


